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Cosmology and the quest for the oldest image in the Universe. . .



The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). Can we really see that far away?

1965: Penzias and Wilson could, without even trying, and found it to be very uniform at ∼ 3K.

1992: The COBE mission measured its temperature at 2.728K.

2001: The W-MAP mission saw the main anisotropies of about ±100µK.

2013: ESA’s Planck mission: the ultimate (?) CMB machine.



Big data, Big Science, big news NYT, March 23, 2013

Why it matters: the young Universe caught oscillating.



Extracting science from a CMB map, qualitatively

The CMB is, to a very good approximation, the realization of a Gaussian stationary field on the
sphere.

Stats then tell us that all information is exhaustively encoded in the angular correlation. . .

. . . or, much more conveniently, in the angular spectrum C(`).

Resolution better than 1 degree gives access to the Physics of the primordial plasma:
With that resolution, [the CMB becomes] the primary tool for determining the global
properties, content, and history of the Universe (Bennet et al.).



Extracting science from a CMB map, quantitatively (and ideally)

A spherical field X(θ, φ) is decomposed into ‘spherical harmonics’ Y`m (Fourier basis on S2).

X(θ, φ) =
∑
`≥0

m=−`∑
m=`

a`m Y`m(θ, φ) ↔ a`m =

∫
θ

∫
φ

Y`m(θ, φ) X(θ, φ)

For a stationary random field, spherical harmonic coefficients a`m are uncorrelated.
Their variances depend only on the angular frequency ` (or ‘multipole’):

E
(
a`ma`′m′

)
= C(`) δ``′ δmm′

which defines its angular spectrum C(`) with the natural sample estimate:

Ĉ(`) =
1

2`+ 1

m=−`∑
m=`

a2
`m.

For a Gaussian field, this is a sufficient statistic since the likelihhod reads:

log p(data|model) = log p(Ĉ|Cmodel) + cst = −
1

2

∑
`

(2`+ 1)

[
Ĉ(`)

Cmodel(`)
+ logCmodel(`)

]
+ cst

which measures the fit of the empirical spectrum Ĉ(`) by any model Cmodel(`).

Maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters Ω of “cosmological models” Cmodel(`|Ω).

Unfortunately, the actual Planck likelihood is way more complicated. . .



Planck angular spectrum and best fit

(An almost perfect) fit up to ` = 2500 of the empirical spectrum (red points)
by the simplest cosmological model: the 6-parameter Λ−CDM model (green line).



The standard Big Bang model

A recipee with only 6 ingredients: the Λ-CDM model.

1. Amplitude A of primordial fluctuations.
2. Their spectral index ns
3. Dark matter density Ωd

4. Dark energy density ΩΛ

5. Expansion rate Ho

6. Optical depth of re-ionization τ

.

The first two parameters describe A et ns describe a primordial spectrum A`ns → inflation.

The next three parameters Ho, Ωd, ΩΛ describe the reshaping of the primordial spectrum →
physics of the plasma.

More complicated models not needed so far.



Some results

An expansion rate of Ho de 67,15 km/s/Mpc and a Universe 13,8 billions years old.



How we dit it with the ultimate CMB machine: Planck



Let’s go to L2 !



At the 2nd Sun-Earth Lagrange point, some serious sky scanning can happen



Scanning strategy and the focal plane

Continous observations. 7 months to cover all sky.

Light collected by the telescope hits the focal plane where it is collected by 52 (HFI) horns and
guided to the bolometers.

Nine frequency channels from 30 GHz to 857 GHz. Several bolometers per frequency band.
Best resolution ∼ 5 arcminutes making 5 millions resolved pixels over the sky.

Note: See the pipes ? Planck is cool only if cooled.



The big pipeline picture, from time series to cosmology, ideally

← SCANNING THE SKY and get time lines.
Make sure you capture those µKs in your time lines.
Deglitch, flag, deconvolve, calibrate. . .

← MAP MAKING: from time lines to spherical maps.
Here, the microwave sky at 23 GHz seen by W-MAP.

← COMPONENT SEPARATION: from several frequency channels maps
to a component map. Here, pure (?) CMB from WMAP.

← SPECTRAL ESTIMATION: a bumpy ‘angular spectrum’.

← LIKELIHOOD ANALYSIS. Here, likelihood of matter Ωm and
vacuum ΩΛ energy densities in front of CMB data (and supernovae).

→ “Thus”, the Universe is flat and 13.7±0.2 billions years old (says WMAP). . .



Data, who has the biggest?

For HFI: 52 bolometers (2 broken) plus 2 ”darks” (plus 16 ancillary channels: thermometers,. . . )

Mission lasts as long as Helium: our fridge achieved > 2.5 years = 5 sky (about 1000 days).

1000 days of 24 hours of 60 minutes of 60 secs of 180 samples from 52 bolometers ∼ 8·1011 bytes.

• Compression with various kinds of redundancy:
From timelines to rings: a factor of ≈ 40
From rings to spherical maps: about 5000 rings per sky, maps of 12 · 20482 ∼ 50 · 106 pixels
From detector maps to frequency channel maps (several bolometers for a frequency band)
From 9 frequency channel maps to one CMB map
From one map to a angular spectrum: all multipoles have SNR > 1 up to ` ≈ 1800
From the angular spectrum to 6 cosmological parameters
→ Ultimate data size: 6 bytes.

• Bad/sad reasons for dumping data:
Instability after depointing: 1 minute per ring
Bad compression tuning in front of bright sources (was quickly fixed)
Dump data if dark bolos appear inconsistent (for whatever reason)
Nasty comsic rays give nasty glitches.
→ In the end 30% of the scientific data had to be discarded.





Extracting the CMB using the 9 frequency channels

Color scale: hundreds of micro-Kelvins.

Credit: ESA, FRB



Foregrounds and how to get rid of them?

Various foreground emissions (both galactic and extra-galactic) just pile up
in front of the beloved cosmic background.

• Dust

• Synchrotron

• Galaxy clusters via SZ effect

• CO lines

• etc, etc. . .

• Oh, don’t forget instrumental noise.

But they do so linearly !

A foreground intensity depends on the observation frequency.

So each frequency channel sees a different mixture of each
astrophysical emission: d = As + n (looks familiar?).

Such a linear mixture can be inverted. . .
. . . if the mixture coefficients are known.

How to find the mixture coefficients ?

1. Trust astrophysics and use parametric models, or

2. Trust your data and the power of statistics.



Four CMB anisotropy maps delivered to the Planck Legacy Archive

Making various assumptions about the foregrounds: d = As + n with A = A(θ)

Using different filtering schemes (space-dependent, mulitpole-dependent, or both).

NILC SEVEM SMICA C-R

`max = 3200 `max = 3100 `max = 4000 Pixel-based

5 arc-min 5 arc-min 5 arc-min ∼ 7 arc-min

`SNR=1 = 1790 `SNR=1 = 1790 `SNR=1 = 1790 `SNR=1 = 1550

non-parametric non-parametric semi-parametric parametric

The SMICA method selected as the ‘Main product’ for CMB map.



SMICA: Linear filtering in harmonic space

The CMB map is synthesized from its

spherical harmonic coefficients ŝ`m,

obtained as linear combinations:

ŝ`m =
9∑
i=1

wi` d
i
`m

with multipole-dependent weights wi`,

of the coefficients di`m (i = 1,9)

of the 9 Planck maps,
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The data (and common sense) are telling us to let the weights depend on angular frequency.

They do not strongly advise us to let them vary with position (See NILC performance).



SMICA filtering (where do those weights come from?)
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SMICA weights

Using bold for 9× 1 vectors, harmonic filtering reads

ŝ`m = w†`d`m

Assume perfectly coherent CMB and well-calibrated instrument:

d`m = a s`m + contamination`m,

Best linear (minw E(s`m −w†d`m)2) unbiased (w†a = 1) estimator:

w` =
C−1
` a

a†C−1
` a

with C` = Cov(d`)

• But the spectral covariance matrices C` are unknown. . .
−→ At high `, many Fourier modes: fear not and use

Ĉ` =
1

2`+ 1

∑
m

d`md
†
`m

−→ At low `, model C`(θ) and fit

C`(θ̂) = max
θ

P (Ĉ` |C`(θ))



Foregrounds, physical components and the mixing matrix

• Mixing matrix. The 9 Planck channels as noisy linear mixtures of components:

d`m = A(θ) s`m + n`m

• Some models for the mixing matrix A = A(θ):

Type Mixing matrix parameters θ dim(θ)

physical, fixed A = [acmb adust aCO aLF] θ = [ ] 0

physical, parametric A = [acmb adust(T ) aCO aLF(β) ] θ = (T, β) 2

equivalent to ILC A = [acmb B] (a square matrix) θ = B Nchan × (Nchan − 1)

semi-parametric, SMICA A = A (any tall matrix) θ = A Nchan ×Ncomp

• Sky-varying emission spectra: Sky-varying emission laws can be accounted for

• locally by letting A depend on the pixel: A(θpix) (Commander) or

• globally by adding columns to A (SMICA).

For instance, a sky-varying low-frequency emission aLF(θpix) could be approximatively represented
by two fixed columns over the whole sky: [ aLF(〈θ〉), daLF/dθ(〈θ〉) ]



SMICA semi-parametric model

• SMICA models the 9 Planck channels as noisy linear mixtures of CMB and 6 “foregrounds”:
d1

d2
...
...
d9

 =


a1

a2
...
...
a9

F11 . . . F16

F21 . . . F26
... . . . ...
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 or d`m = [ a | F ]

[
s`m
f`m

]
+ n`m

• SMICA only uses the decorrelation between foregrounds and CMB.

The foregrounds must have 6 (say) dimensions but are otherwise completely unconstrained:
they may have any spectrum, any color, any correlation. . .

So the data model is very blind: all non-zero parameters are free !

Cov(d`m) = [ a | F ]

[
Ccmb
` 0
0 P`

]
[ a | F ]† +

 σ2
1` . . . 0
... . . . ...
0 . . . σ2

9`

 = C`(a, C
cmb
` ,F,P`, σ

2
i`).

• Blind identifiability: can it be done? Maths say: yes!

If no foreground combination can mimick the CMB angular spectrum,
then the semi-parametric elements a s`m and F f`m are uniquely fitted.

• Fit by minθ
∑

` (2`+ 1)
[
trace Ĉ`C`(θ)−1 + log detC`(θ)

]
= Gaussian stationary likelihood.



Why the stationary Gaussian likelihood is OK

Consider the noise-free, square case and assume

that a is known (calibrated instrument): d = [ a | F ]

[
s
f

]
.

For any matrix G of size Nchan ×Nchan − 1, the ‘preprocessor’ T

T = [ a | G ]−1 is such that TA = [ a | G ]−1 [ a | F ] =

[
1 α†

0 Y

]

so that the pre-processed data follow the model Td =

[
s+ α† f

Y f

]
.

Hence, the first channel [Td]1 contains the signal of interest s contaminated by
a linear combination of the other observed channels [Td]2, [Td]3, . . .

• Statistical foreground model not needed: they are deterministically observed.

• Maximum likelihood estimation of cleaning coefficients α is trivial because the
statistical distribution of the CMB s is easy in harmonic space. SMICA does it.



Conclusion

Pour la construction d’une carte plein-ciel du rayonnement fossile,

face à la complexité des émissions astrophysiques,

et dans l’état des forces en présence,

Au pays des astrophysiciens borgnes,

les statisticiens aveugles sont rois,

jusqu’à nouvel ordre. . .


